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BI02: Business Analytics from IBM 
Cognos:  Spreadsheets, scenario 
modeling, dimension management 
and predictive analysis.
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IBM Cognos Performance Management System – 
Universal Capabilities
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Presentation Notes
Central to performance management, and to the business user themselves, are the Universal Capabilities.  These deliver targeted information to decision-makers whenever and wherever they need it, with the level of information interaction those decision-makers require to perform their tasks.  
These capabilities enable people across the organization to view and interact with the information they need to actually impact performance, regardless of where the individuals sit – at any level or any function in the organization.
They enable decision makers require to set a forward view of the business and allocate resources with planning, budgeting and forecasting. 
They can measure and monitor those plans against actuals with scorecards and dashboards. 
And they can see the impact of factors on product lines, customer segments and operations with reporting and analysis. 
With query, reporting, analysis, scorecards, dashboards and planning the business have the full range of capabilities they need for decision-making in one complete PM system.
The result? A full and complete ability to address the business user demands for greater usability, accessibility and control

You can see the box market analysis, which we are discussing today however, as you will see, different users in your organization may view any of these capabilities as analysis. If they get the answer to the business question that is on there mind quickly – they will be happy and they will not care what capability was used to get that answer. They will have the “analysis” that they need.




Analysis answers “Why”

Enables guided exploration of 
information that pertains to all 
dimensions of your business 

Facilitates complex analysis
and scenario modeling easily
and quickly 

Gets to the “why” behind an
event or action to improve
business performance. 

Provides navigation from
summary to detail levels of 
information effortlessly
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Breadth of Analysis styles 
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Broad Usage
(Consumers)

• Top down view
• Drillable reports
• Sort top & bottom
• Review then query

• Market shifts
• Product ranking

• Personal exploration
• Compare & contrast
• Rotate and nest
• Work disconnected

• Sales trend analysis
• Market analysis

Analytical Reporting
Drill

Trending 
Slice and Dice

Scenario Modeling
What-if 

Advanced Analytics
What might be

Focused Usage
(Specialist)

• Uncover patterns
• Statistical 

algorithms
• Mine data and text
• Predict outcomes

• Fraud prevention
• Churn analysis

• Model scenarios
• Reorganize, reshape
• Compare scenarios
• Save versions

• Financial analysis
• Profitability analysis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Analysis is not a “one size fits all” capability. Different kinds of people have different analysis needs.
Some people want to dig down to the most minute details, to get at the most subtle nuances of knowledge. Some want quick access to the big picture, with more detail on demand. Some need to model alternate structures and consider alternate possibilities. And everyone wants information presented to them in a way that they are comfortable with, when and where they need it.

Here is another way of thinking about the same thing – consider what will be broadly used in your organization and what is more appropriate for use by specialists.
 On the left we have the majority of employees in an organization, people looking to find fast answers to business questions. They are asking one more question beyond simple reporting to get additional insight, such as “Why is this customer performing poorly?” This is the simplest of analysis, analytical reporting, and summed up in one simple word “drill”.  
The next group has slightly more requirements. They are looking for factors driving performance, the up and down trends of performance like “Why is the % of growth in once country greater than another?” Their job isn’t 100% doing analysis, but they certainly want to slice and dice the data more than our first group here.  
The third group have requirements beyond simple reporting and analysis. They do analysis pretty much 100% of the time, and they want to evaluate new business approaches by considering and contrasting alternate business scenarios.  
And then the final group. They are 100% statistical analysts looking for patterns in history to help predict future outcomes. They want to specialist data mining, and statistical techniques. We provide this through integration with IBM InfoSphere and partners such as SPSS.
Lets examine these styles of analysis in a little more detail.




Guided Analysis

Dashboards

Drillable reports

Mobile Devices

Broad Usage: Analytical Reporting
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http://download.boulder.ibm.com/ibmdl/pub/software/data/sw-library/cognos/demos/od_cognos8_businessanalyst/exec.html
http://www-01.ibm.com/software/data/cognos/elq/rd/offid.html?offid=od_cognos8_mobile
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The majority of employees in an organization are people looking to find fast answers to business questions. They are asking one more question beyond simple reporting to get additional insight, such as “Why is this customer performing poorly?” This is the simplest of analysis, analytical reporting, and summed up in one simple word “drill”. 

IBM Cognos serves this type of need particularly well, because our common metadata layer makes it easy for users to ask for more information about anything they see. Fore example, they can call up the lineage of a piece of information to see where it was sourced from – to increase their confidence in that information. Or, if someone is reviewing a report or dashboard about customers who are purchasing less than usual, they can easily link to a report of open support requests for a given customer to see if the lack of purchasing is based on an open service issue. This is guided analysis – the system helps people find what they need to know.
 




Dashboards
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Dashboards give people a quick status on their areas of responsibility. With IBM Cognos, one can go from the overview to a detail view with the click of a mouse. Everything is interactive.
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Dashboard demo



Support for Mobile Devices
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http://www-01.ibm.com/software/data/cognos/elq/rd/offid.html?offid=od_cognos8_mobile

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And for those on the move, IBM Cognos supports Blackberry, Nokia and Windows mobile devices. The key here is that the reports on the mobile device can be exactly the same ones viewed on the desktop. There is no need to author specially formatted reports – that is looked after by IBM Cognos.
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Mobile demo



Slice and Dice 

Drag and Drop

Top/Bottom 
Performers

Self Service

Automatic Refresh 

Trending 
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http://download.boulder.ibm.com/ibmdl/pub/software/data/sw-library/cognos/demos/od_cognos8_businessanalyst/manager.html
http://download.boulder.ibm.com/ibmdl/pub/software/data/sw-library/cognos/demos/od_cognos8_businessanalyst/analyst.html
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The next broad style of analysis is trending. It is useful to many people in the organization, business people and analysts. It is about recognizing patterns in organizational performance and the factors that drive them. With IBM Cognos this is easy enough that business people can drag and drop information into charts, lists, or crosstabs and then interact with it to view the needed level of detail (drilling), and examine it from different points of view (slice and dice or pivot). IBM Cognos lets you place the best and worst performers in the same view to easily compare and contrast their behavior in different contexts. Analysts especially enjoy the ability to carry out these same activities from within Microsoft Excel and users of all types benefit from the ability relevant pieces of reports into Microsoft office (e.g. PowerPoint) and to have those automatically refreshed when they are accessed.
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Presentation Notes
IBM Cognos 8 BI Analysis for Microsoft Excel (Café) lets people stay within their spreadsheet but still slice, dice, and pivot information from the trusted BI environment. IBM Cognos security lets them control access to the information ensuring compliance with all requirements.



Scenario Modelling

Model and compare scenarios
Reorganize, reshape
Multiple versions
Financial and profitability analysis
Web-based, comparative analysis
Exploration and ‘what-if’
scenario modeling within MS Excel
Self-creation and publishing of high 
performance cubes
Simplified financial statement-style 
report creation
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http://forms.cognos.com/?elqPURLPage=2293&offid=od_tm1&mc=-web_ibm_rn_products
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Financial and (Line of) business analysts are the key people who carry out scenario modeling. They consider how the business might perform if product lines or sales reporting relationships were structured differently. These people need to be able to compare and contrast alternate possibilities (or scenarios) and communicate their findings to others easily but securely (for example through financial statement style reports). IBM Cognos lets them do these things well.

These people are often big users of excel, so we also enable them to do the kinds of things they need to do from without leaving that environment. And if they need to blend trusted warehouse data with locally sourced information they can do that within excel, or they can package that information into high performance cubes so that they can more easily examine the findings from different points of view (trending, slicing and dicing as described earlier).
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Advanced Analytics

Data Mining

Segmentation

Cluster Analysis

Process Control Analysis

Risk Analysis

Churn
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http://w3.tap.ibm.com/w3ki2/download/attachments/374051/Banking+Short+V1.swf?version=1
http://forms.cognos.com/?elqPURLPage=429&offid=wa_tt_predictive_analytics_with_c8_and_ibm_infosphere_warehouse&mc=- 
web_ibm_techtalk_library
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Analysts may also want to use powerful predictive analytics to really get the most from their information assets. This may be data mining – to find hidden nuggets of information, segmentation and cluster analysis which could for example indentify groups of customers with similar buying preferences. It might also be process control analysis – with charts to indicate which processes or devices are indicating that they are going beyond acceptable parameters.
The demo link on the next slide shows an example of predictive analytics in a retail banking context. Mining the data for customer transactions highlights accounts who have a high risk of abandoning loans. Armed with this information, the manager can limit the credit for such customers – cutting the risk of the overall portfolio.
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Business Scenario: Account Abandonment Prediction

Business practice: 
– extend credit to customers by allowing them to overdraw their 

accounts by $500 which generates fees through the overdrafts 
– incurs the risk of customers abandoning the account, generating 

charge-off losses

Business goal:
– Reduce charge-off losses by predicting which accounts are likely to 

default (at-risk) and pre-emptively limiting their allowable overdraft

Solution:
– Enable branch managers to review and manage at-risk accounts 

through a web-enabled embedded data mining application
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Banking (risk reduction) demo



Breadth of Analysis styles 
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Broad Usage
(Consumers)

• Top down view
• Drillable reports
• Sort top & bottom
• Review then query

• Market shifts
• Product ranking

• Personal exploration
• Compare & contrast
• Rotate and nest
• Work disconnected

• Sales trend analysis
• Market analysis

Analytical Reporting
Drill

Trending 
Slice and Dice

Scenario Modeling
What-if 

Advanced Analytics
What might be

Focused Usage
(Specialist)

• Uncover patterns
• Statistical 

algorithms
• Mine data and text
• Predict outcomes

• Fraud prevention
• Churn analysis

• Model scenarios
• Reorganize, reshape
• Compare scenarios
• Save versions

• Financial analysis
• Profitability analysis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In summary, analysis is not a “one size fits all” capability. Different kinds of people have different analysis needs.
For broad usage, easy access to a little more information is key. As the needs of your people increase, the IBM Cognos solution has what they need – trending, scenario modeling, predictive analytics. All delivered in a way that feels right to the people that have the need. 

IBM Cognos software provides for the analysis needs of all the users in your organization – delivering the answers they need, in the way they want them.



Continue Your Learning

IBM Cognos Proven Practices
– Source of tried, tested, and proven technical information to help you 

succeed with IBM Cognos products in your specific environment

IBM Cognos 8 BI Training Paths
– View training recommended by role to determine which courses will 

help you increase your analysis skills

www.ibm.com/cognos/training
– Visit the IBM Cognos Education web pages to understand all of the 

ways that training can support the success of your solution

www.ibm.com/cognos/customercenter
– The Cognos Customer Center is the single place to go for easy 

access to valuable IBM Cognos resources
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You can continue to learn more about meeting the analysis needs of your organization after you leave here today. I’d like to share a few places you can visit on the Web in order to build on the knowledge you’ve gained at this Performance event.

Created by Cognos experts from real-life customer experiences, Cognos Proven Practices is your source for rich technical information that is tried, tested, and proven to help you succeed with Cognos products in your specific technology environment. This site will allow you to search for tangible proven practices you can put to use right away. You search on topics like reporting, modeling and infrastructure.
IBM Cognos Proven Practices URL:
http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/data/library/cognos/cognosprovenpractices.html?S_TACT=105AGX11&S_CMP=FP

Not sure what course to take? Have you started training but not sure what course to take next? By using the IBM Cognos 8 BI Training Paths you can determine the training plans you need to support your Cognos solution. With three clicks, you can find the course you need, view its description, register and enroll. Plus, print or save a copy of the training path PDF . 
Training Paths URL:
http://www-304.ibm.com/jct03001c/services/learning/ites.wss/us/en?pageType=page&c=W113304M84371I29

The main IBM Cognos Education website is a great place to start if you or any of your users require additional training on your IBM Cognos software products. You can take a look at all of the various training options we provide and determine what will best fit your organization’s needs.

Finally, I’d like to ensure you are aware of our Cognos Customer Center. It was built to ensure that Cognos customers have a single point of entry on the IBM website where they can navigate the many resources at their disposal. You’ll find the latest hot topics, product updates, migration information, and how to be a Cognos champion in your organization.

http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/data/library/cognos/cognosprovenpractices.html?S_TACT=105AGX11&S_CMP=FP
http://www-304.ibm.com/jct03001c/services/learning/ites.wss/us/en?pageType=page&c=W113304M84371I29
http://www.ibm.com/cognos/training
http://www.ibm.com/cognos/customercenter
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